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Abstract
Assistive technology is necessary to encourage rehabilitation of people with disabilities and
elderly people who require nursing care and enrich their life.  The recent development of science
and technology makes tremendous change in life of people with disabilities.  Assistive technology
involves not only technical aids themselves but also social systems for supply of them.
The final purpose of our research is to seek the most effective system for supply of technical
aids.  In this paper we concern about hearing aids in the aging society and especially about people
who live with hearing aids in aspect of their quality of life.
The authors will report on findings from the research by“The Study Group for Supply Systems
of Hearing Aids”and discuss about issues related to QOL.
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（International Classification of Impairments,
Disabilities and Handicaps : ICIDH）を改訂して
2001年に提案した国際生活機能分類（International
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